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UAwritten P~liGYc States: Profs -lJOn 't Profit F,rom Bilblicatien
• '.l'~y ,. t • 
by V,ic'kie il'(J)dso·n · 
• ' 
,. •
"The procedure was set up a ·when deallng with a small class. order to offer good .. diseou.nts. Education, has its · profitsWhen a student walks int~ the , few ,yeats ago by a committee on We still would ··prefer never to The store never gets stuck withbOokstore to purchase books, which Dr Robert Conley and Dr 
absorbed in a scholarsh-ip fund.
mark up a book more than 10 books that_ ar:e left over. They There are a few publicationsbe/she may find that' one or Robert Kegerreis served," .said percent. can be returned to the · where the profits do not go intomore of those booK:s are written Parkhill. "However, sometimes we have publishing department for credit a book fund. They are nooksby the professor teaching the "Absolutely no profit goes to to in order not to take too great and the cost is absorbed by from departments other thanclass. an individual," explained a loss," ParkhiU said. Publishing. Science and Engineering.According to Earl Parkhill, Parkhill. "If you teach a course "With the bookstore, if "We buy a whole year's supply All profits from books indirector of university and you want to publish some something is published at .cost of books so they (profs) can get Science and Engineering,publications, t~ere is no written _ material to be used in it, you and sent to the store at cost, a better price than the however, go into book funds.policy at Wright State w~ul~ first come to us to get th,e they mark it up 20 percent and department would from an Fo~ example, one of theconcerning the . use of a prmti!:lg done. Perhaps you don t sell it to the students ·at that outside agency," Parkhiil said. largest department writtenprofessor~s . publication in his know how many copies you will price," Parl}hill added: "The While individuals do not publications on campus is Arleneclass, but there are a few general need or even how many will sell. bookstore marks up most things
guidelines. 'Fhese ai;>ply only to · In this case it is difficult to judge 
receive royalties from~ theh~. Foley and Jerry Hubscnman's
from other publishers more than books, the department often · Freshperson Biology ,Manual·. ,books published at Wright State the cost of the project. 20 percent." does. , ' "$1.545 of each manual s<?ldodhrough Printiing Servjces,_ not "Since Publishing should The ·Publishing department One book, a fall qu'arter lab goes into the Biol9gy fund," saidto those . done · by outside op~rate , on a· break-even basis, guarantees returns on. unsold manual by Dr Madeline Apt of Parkhill.agencies for professors. · we c.an easily go into tlie red books . from the bookstore in [Continued on page 2] 
. ' 
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Artists :,& .Eectu res

bites ·bUdget dust

by Gary Floyd program.
The University Artist and When contacted about the cut,
Lecture series for the 1975,,76 Artist and Lecture chairer Dr
academic year·::: lJas beep. Len Cargen said that he too had
eliminated, informed sources heard that the series would be
say. done away with, and that were it
The source said that the series, true, he would try to salvage the
whose schedule was announced series by proposing that
last week, was gutted becaus~ of admissions be charged for tp.e
the University;-wide · austerity events.
Four- pur~ue Caucus seat . 
by Libby Keller Lamberth said, "I int~~ded "t9
"Unprecederite<i, ~r.espohse'' is ruB before this seat ' became
how Kyrill .-.Kraeff;;- ,hea¢· 0f ,the vacant. I had thought a:b0ut. ·it
Election Comm:i~~ion;. d~scribed.. · and wanted to do · it." "fh:e
the number Of canc:lidat.es 'that .is general Gaucus election, w'11eh
now ente:r.ed in ·the' ~ace 'fo.r .the · members for the entire Caucus '
vacant Business Admini_stration for next year will be decided,
seat of Student Caucus. The seat will be in a few weeks.
was vacated when Phil Winkler ."I want to start early . by
resigned, and now there are four talking to people if I am elected.
students after it. I will then run again in t:ne
general election," said the junior
Finance major.
Lamberth's experience .in
student government includes
serving on a committee for
student insurance fox: Caucu·s,
being a representative f or 
[Continu~d on page 2] 
·. by Frqnk Salsburg filling , vacancies,. A fe-w ·fay<:>r,ed
, ,an(l !Bob Ze-id areas are getting new per~pii~I.The University Budget Review Phone costs are up, 'but niafiy
committee will meet Monday to areas are having to reduce ph<me
look -at the Wright State budget. service to· bring expe.nditures iri
Information on -the final shape line with available funds.
of the budget is still scanty , with The Library has already had to
many department heads saying cut over $100,000 from its
tney weren't in a position to original budget r equest of $1.8
discuss the figures, and the million. The original acquisit,~ons
budget office of the University budget of $550,000 has been
o·r:ders from Executive slashed by an· undioolo-sed
Vice-Presi(\ent Andrew Spiegel amount. The acquisitiGn -budget
no(tQ' talR. ~tl<?ut the budget. has· always bee.n one·Qf the; fir.st 
' · o,,e sp ~j;e /.! tlte lack of [Continued on page -31 ·
~"'-,'>.'" .., .... 
''": . 
2GUARDIAN April 17, 1975 are protected from faculty

·charging outrageous prices for

their required class material and Grades spur
Books faculty members are often able
[Continued from page 1] to · publish with greater profits. beatings
The Publishing department
In 1974, almost $3000.00 deals witn 25 different printers.
went to the fund. They have blanket contracts (CPS)-A school in MarylandThe printing of the ~ Biology with some of them. has found a new incentive tomanual has been contracted out As a result of competitive spur students on to hightlfin the past through Printing bidding with printers who have grades: beating up the profes&irServices department. the equipment to do the job Mug-a-Thug 101 is a self-defe~Arrangements for selling more quickly, money is saved. course in Towson State College'sspecify that anything extra from S'If professors and departments . phys ed department, especiallysales would go into the Biology are allowed to make outside popular with women students.manual fund. The book was to individual contact, then we "The reason we're here is t-0be sold with a low markup. would be condoning a system we learn to hurt someone," said one
The Biology fund pays for have no control over," said student in the class.
what the department needs that Parkhill. The
instructor, 28.year-old ex-Greenthe regular budget doesn't cover. "If Conley had not kept a Beret Mark Snyder, explained"For instance," said Foley, - tight watch over his department that the ~idterm only takes five"money has been used to make (before the system was put into minutes and involves a studen\the freshman Biology course effect) students could have been · dropping by, fighting thebetter by sending graduate ripped off in the past," he professor and getting graded onstudents and faculty to national added. how effectively he or shemeetings, and paying for special Over $12,000 worth of assaulted him.materials that the department publishing had been done by the Despite protests frommay want to permanently beginning of this fiscal year. It anti-violent faculty members,purchase. has been sold in the bookstore the only casualty since the"The fund also established an over a period of about three
honorial section for the years. 
Card playing is a staple at WSU. [Allen Wilganowski photo] course began three years ago bas 

freshman courses. Anyone who 
been Snyder himself. An 

achieved the highest grade point overzealous female student Ollt'e

broke his toes.
average for a quarter received a
$25.00 check. However, this In the final exam students 
practice has been discontinl.led must attempt to overcome twoFOUr vie for Caucus seats attackers at the same time.for the past year because the

cost of printing the manual has [Continued from page 1 J Punching, as well as gourging,
formed my own opinions about benefit them through Student
increased considerably," Foley A third candidate, Aleshire, is issues," he continued. "To the 
kicking and hair-pulling is no\
Caucus by devoting my time andsaid. a senior Marketing major from only allowed but expected:best of my ability I will try to talents."
According to Parkhill, Foley Springfield. "I would like to represent the students and their Dyer, a native of Chicago who 
Snyder, once a judo and karate 
and Hubschman's manual is sent become more active in opinions." has jsut been commissio:r;ied to 
instructor, has run the clasu1 
off campus because the facilities University happenings. I have a "The job of Caucus is to become a second lieutenant in 
informally as possible. Rather 
·can't handle it here. · lot of spare time on my hands represent the students and not the Air Force, carries 25 credit 
than teaching the complexities
of Oriental martial arts, he sa~The book has perforated pages and i feel this is a good outlet my own opinions. I'll try to find hours a quarter. "I'm on campus

and is 397 pages long. At 2,000 for it," Aleshire said. "I was. out what they are saying most any time with that many 
he sticks to the basics of street 

copies, it would take three aware of the general election and classes," commented Dyer. fighting.
through different channels, such
months to do it here and only planned to run in it, whether I as making myself available, "I wish all the Business 
The secret of the course, he
one week off campus. win this one or not." questionnaires, and verbal students would come out and 
said, is that, "you gotta fight 
However, it would cost about Aleshire, who transferred from comminication." vote, regardless of who wins," 
dirty. When it comes to bei~
$5.00 an hour to print here and Ohio State and has been at·wsu Sandra Dyer, a senior she added. "There is a wave of attacked or molested you don
1
/ 
it is presently $25.00 an hour if for a year and one quarter, was Management and apathy at Wright State. Students 
follow any rules. You get 'emMarketingcontracted out. on the Dorm Council at OSU major, stated, "I would like to should get activities going and 
where they live." 
"Even though the co~t is and also served as head of help people and I feel I could interested in what is going on atgreater off campus," Parkhill various organizations in high · WSU."

added, "Foley, Hubschman, and school. 

the Biology departm~nt would "I think I.have a good rapport

have to pay the cost of printing with most of the students in

to the publisher in advance~ · sell Busi'n~ss. I will do my best to see 
 ,--~----Refres11er----·i
the copies to the university,' and that WSU carries on in the

keep what is left of the profits tradition it is accustomed to,

for themselves if they did not go · and facilitate interaction among

through us. students," Aleshire remarked.

"0 u t side royalties offered He added, "Caucus seems to

were even less for the manual be somewhat dormant now.

than if done through the There is much area and potential

printing department here," for them (Caucus) to develop at 
I course.
Foley said. WSU." I 
0 ne may see the benefits of Schuck did not make himself I 
using department-written available for comments. I 
material in classes. I 
But the University also uses I 
the system of requ urng I .I
professors to use their printing 
I IIservices as a check system. IISince class material is printed IIhere or sent outside through the IIPublishing department, students II II II II II II II II
r.
I
I 
I
I
I
II II II II II II I
I I 
II 
I 
from one beer lover to another,. 
I
I
-------------------------~-~----~--------
FINANCIAL AID CHECK SCHEDULE , April 17, 1975 GUARDIAN 3
FinanCial aid check(s) and promissory note, if necessary~ are in the
Bursar's Office ready to be endorsed. Checks. will be endorsed
· acbord.ing to the following: Outside groups ban~ed
If your last name begins with the initial ... Endorse checks on Times

S thru Z 
 Monday, April 21 8:30am-4:30pm

M thru R Tuesday, April 22 8:30am-4:30pm 
 from May Daze
I thru L Wednesday, April 238:30am-4:30pm by Gail Snyder organization ·sen stuff for them,"D thru H Thursday, April 24 8: 30am-4: 30pm Only Wright State affiliated she added.A thru C Friday, April 25 8:30am-4:30pm groups will be permitted to Davenport cited one case
Monday, April 28 8:30am-4: 30pm participate in Inter-Club where a group was sponsoring a
5: 30pm-7:OOpm Council's (ICC) annual May person who sold jewelry and
Tuesday, April 29 8:30am-4:30pm Daze event May 16, according to incense while the group received
5:30pm-7:00pm Kathy Kreitzer, ICC chairer, a a percentage of whatever the~If students cannot endorse check(s) on the assigned day, report on change from original plans to person sold. "The group wasMonday, April 28, or Tuesday , April 29, ftom 8:30am-4:30pm and 	 have outsid.e groups set up allowing him to come (to the5: 30pm-7: OOpm. · booths. University to self the goods)If students do not endorse check(s) by 7pm, April 29, financial aid "We didn't know that that when we stopped it," saidwill be cancelled and students will be billed for the fees due. If wasn't allowed to happen," said Davenport.payment is not received by 4·:30pm , Friday, May 9, registration will Kreitzer. "It seems that up until "May Daze, October Daze, andbe cancelled. recently, outside groups were ICC, all of these are activities to
allowed to sell things on promote greater activity and
(CPS)-Calling themselves the American Federation of higher tuition levels" as well as campus." communication among groups
National Coalition for · Lower Teachers- as well as labor unions "proposals which would force Ken Davenport, W·SU's on · campus. .The University
Tuition in Higher Education, a like the AFL-CIO and the most students to take out associate dean of students, said budgeted ICC with that in
group of 26 organizations has United Auto Workers and expensive, long-term loans to that letting outside groups solicit mind," said Davenport.
called for "low or no tuition" at student groups like the Nati~nal pay for their education." on campus ·is "pretty much a "I just think it's go ing to cause
universities and colleges in the Student Lobby, the Studetn At the same time the group violation of solicitation policy." problems. Outside groups wouldus. NEA and the National Student called for "adequate financial "There were outside groups be taking money from the
Noteworthy more for its Association. support for higher education in selling things like incense and groups," he continued.
broad-based support than its Other mass organizations in order to make low tuition jewelry," mentioned Kreitzer. "My real point is .that theconcrete proposals the coalition the coalition represent women, possible." "As for the outside groups, they University funded theseinclu-des all three faculty minorities, older Americans, "Insuring equal access to can sell stuff, but they would activities for the organizations tounions-the American Vietnam veterans and college higher education is a matter of have to have a Wright State do their thing," addedAssociation of University administrators. highest priority for all 	 Davenport.Professors, the National The coalition announced it Americans," said the coalition's

Education Association and the opposed the "alarming trend to statement. 

Budget takes shape 
[Continued from page 1] an additional 4% merit increase
areas cut at WSU in time of a available. Merit increases will be
budget crunch. determined by the department
The budgets in the executive chairers, with final approval by
wing are finalized but the academic deans.
unavailable. This year, total For unclassified staff a similar
expenditures for the offices 9% fund is being establishedTURKEY contained in the wing . totaled based on this year's salary
near $500,000 and can be expenditures. Ind ividual salary
expected to increase next year. increases will come from this
Some support areas of the fund but - it is uncertain how
general administrative they will be determined.
framework are scheduled .for A pay increase for classified
I hefty increases. University and staff will depend on action
I Community. events, which pending in the state legislature,
I coordinates university services but the University is assuming a
I for speeial events is scheduled to pay increase will take place, and
I go up to $37 ,000, up alomst is budgeting for its cost with
I 50% from this year. available funds. ·This situation
I Two areas due for hefty could change if the legislature·~ 	 increases are energy and includes money for the increase
telephone costs. Energy costs · in its bill.GET TO KNOW "STROH" PARTY will probably rise by $275,000 A student pay increase has also
to $800,000 and telephone costs been proposed, but University
by $73,000 to $186,000. officials are waiting to see ifTime 2 til 5 pm For the faculty , salary money is available in the budget.
increases will come from a fund About $7 2,000 would be
equal to 9% of the salaries of necessary to raise the minimumDate Sat April 19th ra:r shine returning .faculty. All faculty wage to $2.20 by next Jartuary.
will receive a 5% increase, with Whatever happens the minimum
wage will have to ·go to $1.87Place Fisher Bev Co next January with a rise in theRecycle nationa.l minimum wage.Springfield 1001 E Pleasant 
this Guardian
/Music 
Abortion' Information ServiceProvided by "SMO.KEY ROW 11 
VERY CLOSE TO AREA 
Assisting 1 to 24 Week Pregnancy
Come & have a glass of ice cold Stroh's & Terminated By Licensed Physicians
I 	
,, 
Immediate Arrangementslearn of the "STROH-T-SHIRT" CAPER 	 will be made with no hassle
I Low rates

I For your convenience open even on Sunday morning
I 
Medicaid Cµrd acceptedI
l DoN'T MISS IT-	 ·CALL COLLECT ;,. 24 HOUR SERVICE 
1 ALL COLLEGE STUDENTS WELCOME 	 216-631-1557 
Op~n meeting?
When is an open meeting not an open

meeting?

When Dean of Liberal Arts Eugene Cante­
1upe is there.

By trying to get our reporter thrown out

of th~ Liberal Arts sub-caucus meeting,

Cantelupe has messed with the freedom of this

press.

People are very fond of citing the Governing

Documents when they think we have published

wrong facts. Seldom do they cite this document 
 . .. .. .: .. . . -.· . :.: ..· ...when the GUARDIAN experiences censorship. But
that document also states that the student ... . . . . .~ .... .
paper shall not be censored.
Cantelupe's action the other day was cen­
. sorship of the most reprehensible kind. In
fact, Chris Cornyn had repeatedly asked the·
GUARDIAN to attend the meeting.
Not only was Cantelupe's action censorship,
it was also rude to Gornyn and his efforts to
make the students aware of the sub caucus.
The fact is that Cantelupe is a prima
donna who thinks he can push the GUARDIAN,
and students alike, around. We know of other
incidents wh.ere Cantelupe has even tried to
get the administration to cut our budget even
further. His dislike for the GUARDIAN, is well
known by faculty and students alike.
If Cantelupe has a grievance against us,
and it seems as if he does, he should take it
through the proper channels·, just like stu­
dents have to take their bitches through the
channe1s of administrative red tape. r
· Otherwise, he -should keep his mouth shut. Snyde Comments
Dr Spiegel's folly It happens every springWell, the truth finally will out.
Executive Vice-president Andrew Spiegel Although I am not one to baseQall and those who play the 	 Or watching a bunch of rich,has finally told the GUARDIAN, in the form of chide my peers, I'd like to take g~me seem like saints. 	 mostly white, guys hitting aone of our editors, that budget figures were this space to speak in defense of Human courage is hot little white ball into a hole withreally "none of your business." baseball. unknown to baseball, as with all a stick?
In a way, we're glad that Spiegel has Baseball is a much maligned sports. Mickey Mantle playing Like I said, it's a matter of
finally told us his Teal feelings, which sport which has suffered from with those hurt le~s, or Joe taste.
we've felt for a long time he, and other critics who claim that baseball is DiMaggio with his bone spur. are It takes some kind of talent to
administrators, have had. 	 out of step with the times, thus a case in point. · play almost any sport. The funelevating themselves to theBut it's ' a hell of an attitude for a 	 However, just because Curt comes in watching human beingsstatus of being in step with thepublic administrator to have. Imagine if Gowdy speaks in cliches, about stretch their particular talents tomodern age. all sports not just baseball, the limit, to beat out that buntPresident Ford had told the Washington Post (Ironically, these same people doesn't mean we have to treat or run 90 yards to thatthat it was none of their business how often take sides which seem very baseball as an -All-American touchdown or whatever.~much he was asking Congress for Vietnam much out of step, such as sport's cliche. 	 Baseball is exciting to me. military aid. T~e fact is, Ford didn't. supporting the Vietnam war.) And just because Chevrolet has because of the personalities andAt least he has respect for the people's But who in the hell said a that ridiculous commercial the competition involved.right to know. sport had to be in step with the about "baseball, hotdogs, apple Because it ·happens everf
WSU is a state univers1ty. I:t . is a times? As far as attendance pie, and Chevrolet" doesn't spring, it's sort of like a
public institution. Spiegel is a public figures go, baseball is very much make baseball . an unexciting harbinger of things to come:
official. Everything he, and _all WSU in step. game. when people can just sit back,
administrators, do is a public action. 
A game is a game is a game, to That's what all the criticism cast their worries aside, and
paraphrase ·Gertrude Stein. really comes down to: either watchWhen he says the budget is nobody's 	 .that little drama 
business until final approval has been en­
If baseball entertains millions you find baseball exciting and happening out there on the
of people, which it does, then fun, or you don't. It'.s a matter diamond while they get moodYacted, he is saying the public does not have what difference does it make if of taste. with a Hudie.a right to know. the action is a little slower than But /let me· ask you, what is so Baseb~ll is no "great AmericanThe Supreme Court has said the first amend­ most other sports? exciting, what is so fun about tradition." I enjoy it for being ament applies to college newspapers. Spiegel, That's the beauty of baseball: watcnmg two morons beating game, and nothing else.
by"'his statement, has violated that amendment, its slowness. Even if the game each other's brains out in a Take that, J_im Fain.
and is guilty of an illegal and unconstitu- -	 were sped up, I doubt if the boxing match? /
people who don't like it now Ortion act.; 	 seeing two teams, Snyde Comments is written bY
would like it if it's 'changed. composed of genetic freaks, Guardian Editor Tom Snyder,Not that we like to toot our horn, but some­ Baseball isn't only for people trying to put a big round ball who is no relation to 'Tinkers ortimes we feel it might be necessary. 	 with conservative politics. My into a little basket? Evers or to -Chance. In a recent poll of state university student liberal politics. is well known for Gu<,zf.dian Opinions are those of the Editorial Board, andpapers, we found that nearly all of them ,knew anyone who reads this column not .necessarily our staff, the faculty, administration oralmost nothing about .their university's 1'udget. 	 reguarly. Freaks can enjoy other ·students. Editorial columns on these two pages areNone of them seemed to be doing any inves-	 baseball just as well as the/' 	 those of the person writing the column, not necessarily themiddle class. This is so becausetigatory work on the budget. -	 opinions of the Guardian.baseball is only a game, not anBowling Green .even asked us if we wanted to 	 Any complaints should be addressed to Editor Tominternational crisis.know about their homecoming qu~en instead. 	 'Snyder and our faculty advisor Gene Eakins.Of course, the way some of 1 · .: It's nice to know that the GUARDIAN is ahead the baseball · broadcasters are, 
If the complaint still is not satisfied, he should file a
of its time, operating a professional pap~r. like Curt Gowdy, they make 	
formal complaint with the Student Publications
subcommittee through Chairer Allen Spetter. 
Salsblurbs April 17, 1975 GUARDIAN 5 
None of.whose business? 

The word is now official. Until 
they are finalized by the 
University Budget Review 
committee's rubber stamp "the 
WSU budgets are "none of your 
business." Thus says Dr Andrew 
Spiegel, executive vice-president. 
Maybe he is right. If we start 
worrying about how decisions 
are made at WSU, the Guardian 
would have to take its eye off 
such burning issues as the new 
officers of Beta Alpha Sigma 
fraternity, or the latest pearl of 
wisdom from the basketball (or 
baseball) coach, or perhaps the 
latest press release about a new 
appointment to the medical 
school. As far as I can tell that is 
what the executive wing thinks 
we should concentrate on. 
Well, Dr Spiegel, I'll pass. I 
think that what is happening in 
the executive wing, whose ass is 
being kicked, whose licked, and 
why, is just about the most 
important thing the Guardian 
has to do. And if anyone wants 
to criticiz-e the Guardian perhaps 
it should be for not doing 
enough in these areas. 
0 ne last word. If the budget is 
none of our business does that 
arso mean that we can't ask why 
the budgets are tighter at WSU 
than anywhere else in Ohio, or 
why staff and faculty morale is 
at rock bottom, or why the 
University keeps getting charged 
with discrimination, or why the 
faculty is scared to talk openly, 
or perhaps why nobody at WSU 
is allowed to make decisions but 
you·? 
I could keep going Dr Spiegel, 
PROVIDENCE, RI (UPI)-The 
smallest state has the longest 
official name: "The State of 
Rhode Island and Providence 
Plantations." Now one lawmaker 
wants to shorten it. 
"It's silly. We don't use it 
anyway," State Sen Ambrose L 
Campbell of Pawtucket, said 
Wednesday. He introduced a 
constitutional amendment to 
change the official name to "The 
State of Rhode Island." 
The original name dates back 
to the colonial charter granted 
by King Charles II in 1663. It is 
used in official state messages, 
stationery and titles and is 
included on the state seal. 
but you get the idea. You may 
have the faculty too cowed, the 
unclassified staff too 
demoralized, and the students 
too ignorant but we will keep 
trying because it damn well is 
our business. 
(The face of Frank Salsburg, 
Salsblurbs creator, adorns at 
least one dart board in the 
executive wing. Frank does 
major in religion, doesn't 
observe dietary laws, and is 
managing editor of the 
nuardian.) 
California students to 
explore Peruvian caverns 
(CPS)-This summer, a group 
of California students will 
journey to Ecuador and Peru, 
there they will be among the 
first to explore the hundreds of 
miles of mysterious underground 
tunnels on the West coast of 
South America. 
"This is the archaeological find 
of the century and yet hardly 
anyone is aware of it," said the 
leader of the student expedition, 
Bill Anthony. "It throws most 
accepted notions of man's 
history, prehistory, and origin 
completely out of focus. 
"Within the caves have been 
discovered bones covered with 
gold dust, furniture made out of 
a substance unlike rock or metal 
or any known earthly substance, 
and most importantly, 
thousands of plaques plated with 
gold and inscribed with an 
unknown alphabet." 
Eric von Danniken, author of 
Chariots of the Gods, has 
theorized that the subterranean 
tunnels, carved out of the rock 
hundreds of feet below sea level, 
were built by settlers from outer 
space several thousand years ago. 
These settlers, von Danniken 
believes, were the losers in an 
intergalactic space battle. In 
order to preserve their species 
they dwelt beneath the earth for 
an unknown period of time. 
To the editor: 
Please tell us where WWSU 
finds their music. 
It has to be t he worst trash we 
have ever listened to. We like to 
listen to music , but what they 
play cannot be classified in the 
music category. We are not alone 
·in our opinion. 
We hope something can be 
done. Now we know why 
WWSU didn't get the right to 
broadcast outside the University. 
If at all possible, could we at 
least have it turned off in Allyn 
Hall lounge. 
Group creates fantasy 

If others agree, please voice 
your opinion. 
Ray Welch 
Joe Minham 
Janice Eifert 
Rick Lantz 
Bob Sommers 
Lourdes Blanche 
Bob Massullo 
Don Borchers 
Denny Shiverdecker 
Dianne Vaughn 
Pat Smith 
John Martin 
Cindy Monell 
Debi Pauley 
by John Ghrist 
(CPS)-Not many people know 
it, but the US is divided into 
four kingdoms, each with its 
own king, queen, dukes, barons, 
earls marshal and other medieval 
titles. The citizens of these 
kingdoms get together regularly 
for tournaments, revels and 
other good times, and in general 
·deport themselves like men and 
women of another age. 
For roughly 1500 people, this 
group fantasy becomes reality 
through the Society for Creative 
Anachronism, a group founded 
in Berkeley in 1966, which has 
now spread throughout the US. 
Members of the group are 
predominantly college students 
and professors who relive the 
Middle Ages, "not as they were, 
but as they should have been." 
Each member researches an era 
of the past prior to 1650 and 
~mes the fictional identity of 
someone who may have lived in 
the era most fascinating to him 
or her. 
Most of the members 
concentrate their interest on the 
l2th and 13th centuries and 
gather together periodicaily in 
COstumes of the period to hold 
banquets, tournaments and 
:her events typical of noble 
e. 
Each kingdom is presided over 
:ya king and queen. Kings serve 
,,•lf-year terms and are 
elected" by simulated 
~,ournament combat. These 
:own tournaments" pair off 
ot:eful knights against each 
•it~' Who do battle in armor 
b Padded and blunted 
l'Oadswords . 
~Udges determine what blows 
b critical or "fatal " with the est ' beco . sw~rdsman eventually 
k' ,nung kmg. The Queen is the 
: s lady (girlfriend or wife) 
~ they bo~~ rule until the next 
k~ment yields a new king. 
Po lDgs generally have absolute 
s:~ over. the activities of the 
killg~lety within their 
Dlnrom-ruung on disputes, 
11111..,~~ awards, and in general 
--.qg the show. No king may 
succeed himself, but anyone can 
be king more than once. 
Below the kings in the society 
hierarchy · are assorted crown 
princes, crown dukes, crown 
barons, earls marshal, heralds, 
chroniclers, hostellers and, of 
course, knights. 
Combat is not the only way to 
advance, particularly for women 
who are barred from combat as 
they were in medieval times. The 
Order of the Laurel, equal to 
knighthood, is awarded for 
excellence in the arts or for 
exceptional work on behalf of 
the society. 
Nevertheless, unless she is a 
lady of a kfog, duke or baron, a 
woman cannot rise higher than 
the functional offices of the 
kingdom. Only men can be 
kings, dukes or barons, but this 
is accepted as a product of. the 
society's striving for historical 
-----------------------------------------------------
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Open ForumArticie Contest "Women and Theology" 'International Program~Earth Week . 	 Wright State's StudentAcademic and lay historians "Wom~n and·, Theology" is The International ProgramsWright State's Eco-Action are invited to submit a seminar open to women of office is looking for people to 
Caucus is holding an open
club is sponsoring films and article-length manuscripts of the Wright State community attend Wright 
forum 10 am, Thursday~State inspeakers next week in professional standards on any and sponsored by the Campus London this summer. 
April 24, in Allyn hall lounge
celebration of National Earth 	 with Dr Robert Kegerreisaspect of Ohio or Ohioans Ministry Center. 	 Students will live at . . ,week. Th~ will be held at 2 during the era of · the 	 WS U president, as guestThe seminar will meet . on Birkbeck College of thepm April 21-25 in 103 	 speaker. AllRevolution, on the Ohio Wednesdays, April 23 and 30, University of London for six 	 students are ,Oelman. The video tape titled country p rior to	 invited to attend.' the May 7 and 14 at 1:30-3:30 weeks and can select up toViolen t Earth will be shown Revolu t io n, or on the Bunny Ballpm in the Campus Ministry nine quarter hours in EnglishMo nday, Tuesday, and conseq u en ces o f the Center. The group will be Delta Zeta sorority andWednesday from 12 noon-2 Revo l ut i o n in Ohio . 
L iteratu re and Drama, Sigma Tau Epsilon fraternity
in Millett lounge and from 
limited to 10 people. Cost of Philosophy, Political Science,Manuscripts must be double· 	 are sponsoring their secondthe seminar is being covered Sociology, Theater, Film7-9pm in Allyn lounge. spaced and typed on bond 	 annual Bunny ball April 18
Saturday, April 26, there 	
by the center. Call Marcia Making and Communicationpaper. Footnotes must be 	 at 8 pm-1 am in . th~Emanuel at extension 535 for · Arts.will be a nature walk through double spaced and typed on 	 University Center. ·further details.Cedar Bog. Participants may separate sheets. Submission 	
Phone the . Patricia Olds, assistant Admission is $2 per personCampus Ministry office at professor of Music · andmeet at the WSU flagpole at deadline is December 1, for all you can drink and
11 am. Return tim,e · is 1975. Winners will be chosen 
426-1836 for a reservation on . director of International munchies.
expected to be 2: 30pm. 
a first come basis. Programs, will go along asby - a panel of distinguished 	 Bolinga CenterWorkshop 	 advisor. The charter flight' historians. $500 will be 	 The Bolinga center inA one day workshop to 	 allows for two weeks ofawarded to each of fourhelp prepare women to 	 independent travel. . $1,195 conjunction with BettyeNewswinners, and his/her articlereenter the job market 	 covers tuition, room and Brown and Gwendolyn Etterwill appear i n th esponsored by SSS Consulting 	 board and round-trip plane of the English department isbicentennial issue of Ohio 	 host ing aIncorporated will be held 	 fare. Call extension 567 for black poetryShorts
Saturday , April 19 , from 
History, July , 197 6. details. workshop.
For further information
9 : 3 0a m -4: 30pm. Contact 	 Flicks at Celinaand contest rules, write to : 	 Pansies Plant A SeedKaren Scheidler, 299-3501 	 Bed Sitting Room will beBicentennial Article Contest, 	 Pansies are currently being T oday, Wright S t ate ·for more informat ion. 	 Saturday's flick offering asCollege Coordinator, Qhio 	 sold at the Cox _Arboretun Campu s Minist ry ispart of the Western OhioAmerican R e v olution 	 daily between 8 am and 4: 30 sponsoring "Plant a Seed forGerman Club Raffle 	 Branch campus' Fine Film
Monday, Bicentennial Ad viso ry 	 pm. The pansies go for 25 Change," a program initiatedApril 14, WSU 	 Series.Commission, Ohio Historical 	 cents each or $1.25 for SQC by O x fam-Am ericaGerman Club drew the The fre~bie flick begins at 	 to 
winning tickets for their 
Center, 1982 Velma Avenue, 8pm. 
The arboretum is located on promote a greater awareness 
raffle. The- winners and their 
Columbus, Ohio 43211. State Route 741, one mile of the world problem of food
north of the Dayton Mall. resources. There will be ap r i z e s are: Shirlee Summer Arts Festival Julius "Sugar Bear" Shafer
Newcombe, first prize The Antioch Summer Arts presents an hour of music of 
table set up outside Wright
DAI ExhibiHon ' Station to collect money forwinning fifths of Canadian -festival will be the topic of Earth Wind and Fire. on the The work of 11 area artists relief projects and to supplyClub whisky, rum and vodka; discussion on the WWSU Talk Bears Lair. This special pro-
Bob Newcomb, second prize Show 
is on display in the information on how studentsthis Tuesday. The gram will- air on Wednesday, Cifculating gallerywinning three German wines; _ program will air at 5 pm and April 23 at 10:00 am on 	
at the can help affect change.
Dayton Art lnstitute ~ in anand George Mulhern, who listeners are invited to call in WWSU, the midwest's only exhibition entitled Et-offe. Righteous Brotherswon t hird prize of six packs with questions and comments progressive intercom system. The show will remain through The Righteous Brothers willof Heiniken and Coors beer. at university extension 618. April 20. make their first Dayton 
I
I 1 conce r t appearance on
tn 
I Sunday , April 27 at 8 pm at 
I I Memorial hall.
I Reserved seat tickets, 'E · 11· •II 	 I priced at $6 , $5, and $4, aren~o I available now at Memorial
I I, I ~~l :~~y o:~~~~t(~~::~; ~~
!, our· summe·r scboo~ .1. at. . 	 area!:;~;hs~:r~:~ar
I ~· ·Nurses, health educators,I and other health related
· 1·t m'a~es.u·p . 	 '1 · personnel are invi·~ed to aseminar on the exploration of
. death with dignity and
i
'1, 
for_·thenast
· 
?years! i. 1~l~~~~~~f; :f?1:1
I 
p Citizens, and will be held at 
I I the University of DaytonI Kennedy Union on Saturday,I I f you missed the f i rs t 2 ye a r s of_ Army ROTC, you can complete 	 I Apr il 19 . Professio nalsI all the work by taking o ur 6-week Ba~:;ic Camp. It c rams all you / I int erested in attending thisI missed into a tough, concentra ted course. 	 I study should call 223-?141.I
I 	 I Special EducationYou' 11 earn over $450 plus travel allo\_Alance and we f:urnish fqod, I Applications · for graduateI clothing and. lodging.
I 	 I traineeships in specialI education may be picked up ·­I What -are your obligations? Frankly, none. You can quit any I in373Millett.Theymustbetime.I Or, we can send you packing. But over 90% completed last 	 I returnedbyJunel,1975·I years camp. So it must have a lot g?ing ·for it. I
I When you return to college, you are eligible for Advanced Army Gene'sDriveI ROTC. You earn a commission while you earn your degree. IAnd · I TtiruI get $100 a month while you' re taking the course. 
I The Basic Camp is open .to students who have completed their 
I
I Baer - Wine &I
I 
sophomore y~ar. It'll be a challenging summer you're not likeiy 
-1 
Party SuppliesII to forget. 	 93-W Day Yell Spgs RdII 	 Fairborn, O~ioI ·1 FOR MORE INFORMATION: 	 Phone 879-51 37Call Captain Cassell at 229-3326 or write I
1 the Professor of · Military Science; US Army ROTC Instructor Group, I
II Department of Military Science, University of Dayton, Dayton, 5 mi f rom CampusI I OPEN 8 am to 10 pm DailYOhio 45469. ~, I 
ALSO: For yourI ARMY ROTC. THE MORE YOU LOOK . AT IT, THE BETTER IT LOOKS. . I convenience1111.•I . . . ' 	 . . . I· Sunoco Gas. ' ''---------------------------~~-------~-------------..;--:;J "".-----------~-
••••••••••••••••••• • 
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tlltks to Cant;elupe Small beersuy Frank Salsburg M C bb · .dc ra sa1 Cantelupe. Dean Eugene Cantelupe told indicated he wanted student
memoers of the Liberal Arts input and involvement but go a longer
SUb-Caucus Tuesday that while t· 	 'cau 1oned against student elites
he §1pports student input he who wanted power instead of 

does not think students should the good of the University. 

sit on College level promotion According to Cornyn, there 
 way atWSOand tenure committees.
According to members who 	 are now seven students serving

on seven committees in Liberal by Gary Floyd
attended the meeting, Cantelupe Arts. When buying· beer on the WSUcautioned students against 
campus, the old rule of "theoverestimatiag their ability to Cantelupe confirmed that he 
evaluate faculty members. thought the departmental level more, the cheaper" doesn't
apply. Granted, th~ .-best buy isThe ·remarks -were made at a 	 was the best one for student 
the pitcher, but the medium sizemeeting of the sub-caucus called input, but. could . not recall
1> r -.Li.beral Arts Caucus making a statement about beer, whi~h runs 50 cents for the 
representative Chris Cornyn. student elites. three brands, is inferior to the
small size..A·ccording to Cornyn, the Cantelupe declined at the ·The small beer, which comessub-caucus consists of 14 meeting to discuss individual in 10 ounce plastic cups andstudents he ·has appointed to act departments or budgets, after
. as liason between himself and these matters had been brought 
costs 30 cents for Pabst, Tuborg 
and Strohs (a nickel more for the vuious departments. The up . by sub-caucus members.

Music department is in the . Accordin g t o Mcc rab b, 
Bud) figures to about three cents 

an ounce.process of e l e cting a Sociology an d Modern
representative, said Cornyn, and Langu ages wer e th e two 
The large beer, which comes in 
eventually all representatives will departm e nt s wh e r e 
16 ounce cups and sells for 50 
be . el~ted by. departmental representa t ives par ticularly cents for Pabst, Tuborg and 
majors. wanted to d iscuss pmblems. 
Strohs (a dime more .for Bud). 
Using the same gauge for theAt the. beginning of the "I can't tell a department what Wade gets creamed
meeting- a ·Guardian reporter to do," explained Cantelupe. 	
large as the small, three cents per
ounce, the large beer sl}ould cost(present · at Cornyn's request) Even though there is a legal 
was ev~cted from the meeting at "Many students were rubbed 
by Gary Floyd 
uncerta'inty whether or not a pie 
two cents less than its price of
the ' An assault and battery took 	 50 cents. ··ca:ntelupe's requ~st. wrong way," said Mccrabb is cfassifie,d as a "dangerous
of Cantelupe's approach at the place on the third floor of Pitchers, one the other hand,, A<ic"O rd i'ng to Cornyn, Millett hall Monday, but the 
weapon/ ' Wade isn't interested
Ca:nt~lupe- indicated he felt the meeting, which McCra.bb in filing charges against the 
holcl a few ounces more brew 
described as "a father figure.'' assailant used a weapon that was 	 than five thirty fiver centers ormeet1ni was to be an informal 	 student, even if hi!? identity is
· on:e ,between himself and the 	
most unorthodox. 
found. · three of the 50 cents var~ety, ( 20 ••••• l "It was a coconut cream pie," 	 cents more for Bud) and have to.sub-eaucus members. 	 ' ~I'd just like to repay the(CPS)- A man who has been said 'victim' Dr Eugene Wade, 	 rate as the best ·beer buy onMemb~rs of the sub-caucus 	 favor," said Wade.confined to a wheelchair for assooiate professor of Education. 	 campus.present " Said that Cantelupe forty years, has been awarded a . " I was gathering up some papersindicated he felt the Guard ian patent on a new type of and then 'warn,' it happened." distorts the news, and said he wheelchair that climbs stairs. Before Wade could get the Scuba Divingdidn't want to be quoted by it The chair runs o n two pairs of confection off his face and outagah. 
tracks that consist of sprockets ·. of his eyes, his assailant had fled. Swimming"I don.'t think I did mounted on endless belts. The "I didn't see who did . it,"

(specifically ask that the main tracks are usually level-~ Wade recalled "but I take it that Country-clean air, freedom from 

Guardian reporter leave)," said while auxiliary tracks geared on the pie in the face was more of a traffic noises, park-like

Cantelupe Wed nesday. He the front of the main tracks lead joke, and not really a malici~us 	 surroundings- these form theexplained that, " It i~ all kind of the way up or down the stairs. thing. set ti ng for the jewel that isvague,, I was really kind of T he device also has an 	 Scuba Rentals SPORTSMANtired.'~ Cantelupe ' had just electrically self-levelling seat and 	 LAKE, sparkling 
tetu~nea, he· said, from an eight 	 Air Station pure spring wat~r, 'unpolluted, ashydraulic cyli~ders that connect
daN trip·to_~Europe. the two sets of tracks that keep Trampolines c I ea n and pure as Nature 
. "l j\ls t'Fiought it was going to the chair ~ fro!11 pitching down . intended it to b~. 
be .a pe-rS0nal meeting ·with a stairs. 
Sun Bathing 
John Bryan State Park is only 4
sman gr0up," Cantelupe Snack Bar miles away for overnight camping.
. e)$:plai;qetl, , saying he had not
'talke6 to Cornyn before the -104 accidents at WSU Picnicking .DAYS AND TIMES OPEN: 

Saturdays an,d Sundays
meeting, but had received a 	 Free Parkingby Libby Keller students; however many are not 	 10 am til 7 pmtelephone message asking him to Since last Wednesday's library 	 reported. - TO Tuesday th ru Fridayatte,ld. 	 center accident when a student When an accident occurs in a COLUMBUS 12 noon t i I 9 pm
Cantelupe said that when the 	 tripped and fell down the stairs, laboratory, it is handled by the SEASO N:
question of promotion and . questions have been prompted appropriate college. F o r Memorial Daytenure came up he explained the about other accidents that example, if an accident happens

new promotion and tenure happen around campus. in a chemistry lab, it is reported thru 

Labor Day
document being sent fo the Laura .O' Hara, nurse for to Science and Engineering a_nd 
faculty by Academic Council Campus Health services, said, therefore Health services has no Cert ification · Requ ired for Scuba 
Pe r m i t s. · st u d e n t s o n " No records at ·all are kept ·of record of it. Admission : Adult $2/Child $.75.
departmental c.ommittees at the where -the'_accidents occur at Bruee Lyon, Dean of Students,
discre:fion o-£ the department. WSU. However, I know of no said, "Injuries such . as · minor SPORTSMAN LAKE -US ROUTE 42
~"~e neve~ really said whether other accidents hap'pening in the abrasions are not reported but CEDARVILLE, OH 45314 (513)766-3041. e Was in favor or not (of Library·this year." those of a more serious nature

d~alt~ent~l representation)," Records of accid.ents are kept require the help of · Health 

~ · DG.'i).. ·McCi:abb ·religion services. The

~ . . . ' fo'r four months. During Winter labs apparently

vl'r~ntat.ive. Cornyn agreed quarter, minor lacerations were havP. a low rate /of accidents 

NC>W,in Dayton.. 
that -ti wa$n't clear whether or the most frequ·ent · injury, since I kn:'ow of no major onesnot Oa"',ntelupe ·supported such foll~wed 'in order by burns, myself." WILDERNEs·s OUTFITTERS INC
:resetitcttion, but said he felt contusions, head injuries, and Stephen Kubay, ch;ef of
ntelupe -was opposed to it. . foreign bodies, such as gravel in 	 RETAILER OF FINESecurity, is reportedly working

Cantelupe noted that he had an eye, or asplinter. on a study of campus accidents, BACK·PACKING *CAMPING 

Yotecl for the provision in the A total of 104 reported however, he was unavailable for 
HI KING EQUIPMENT 

Promotion and tenure accidents have happened since

r 

comment.
~ents. 	 Eastown Shopping Center·September ·among staff and 3962 Linden Ave
252-5006 :-· 
HI KING BOOTS VASQUE 
TENTS ,* PACKS NORTHFACE 
WOOLENS * KAYAKS , KELTY,81V1V130 	 3VAO 
SLEEPING BAGS . CAMPTRAILS 
/ 
STOVES * CLOTHING OLDTOWN 
· DOWN CLOTHING -· PHOENIX 
HOURS 12 TO 9 MON THRU FRI 9 TO 5.SAT 
Hollywood . 

·Locust ·u~covers a seamy scene 

by Frederick M Winship 
UPI Senior Editor 
British film director John 
Schlesinger has made an 
important and controversial film 
of the late Nathanael West's 
celebrated Hollywood novel, 
The Day of the Locust which 
nobody in the film world would 
touch with a barge pole for 20 
years. 
The idea of making a film out 
of West's 1938 story of the 
seamy underside of Hollywood 
. and Los Angeles in general has 
been kicking around since the 
early 1950's. Financing for a 
inotion picture about the capitol 
of shattered dreams was not 
only risky, but also distasteful to 
the moguls of Hollywood who 
had created an unreal world in 
which they believe. 
More power to Schlesinger, 
whose only other American film 
was "Midnight Cowboy," and 
producer Jerome Hellman. 
Their "Locust" project was 
dropped by one major studio 
niore than two years ago and 
finally taken on by Paramount 
on a less than firm basis. Not 
until the production team and 
cast-which is brilliant-was lined 
up last June did Paramount give 
the green light for filming. 
Paramount should be 
overjoyed, for this is a film that 
will garner a lot of Oscar 
nominations. The role of a 
tormenting and tormented film 
Bunyan Webb, a classical guitar student of Segovia, will perform in extra is going to make Ka.ren 
two concerts on Saturday, April 19 and Saturday, April 26. Both 
concerts are at 8 pm and will be in the Concert hall of the Creative 
Arts center. The concerts are free and open to the public. 
Antonakas in Neon 
Environmental art glows 
·by Nathan Schwartz neon tubes stretching along the you can even hear sounds to 
If any of you have been to the perimeter of the floor and tubes correspond with the sights, but 
main gallery of the Creative Arts extending upwards at the this is not a requirement and
Center lately, you will have seen corners, perpendicular to the you may want to skip this 
a strange orange glow emanating floor · and terminating halfway chapter.
from the second floor of the up the walL·The light is orange. You get the . idea. The
gallery. The description leaves a bit to Antonakas piece can 'be many
The origin of the light is an be desired but the piece is so things. I remember what Bill 
·exhibit in the gallery by Stephen many things one can stare. for Spurlock told me in an interview 
Antonakas. The exhibit is hours and still walk away with last quarter. Don't try to
actually one piece which was the feeling that everything was interpret the piece, react to it.
designed especially for the WSU not seen. The piece can be simple or 
gallery and is entitled Room for - Environmental art, in a t:.omplex. Static or kinetic. 
Wright Sta te. nutshell, deals with the You'll love it or you'll hate it. I
For those who ·were upset over surrounding areas, the room, the like it. 
Buffalo on the Quad or the giant environment for which the piece 
shoes outside of Allyn, the is designed. In other words, The University Center Board 
Antonakas piece may be the int eraction with the presents its final Pay One Price 
place to . start to gain a good environment. (POP) . night of the year this 
working understanding of The Antonakas piece isa good Saturday from 9 pm to 1 am in 
environmental art. examI?le. Look at it at different the University Center. ~ 
The piece consists of a room angles, from different ,vantage Besides the usual POP Night
built within the gallery thaJ; has points. The piece changes. Blink stan<Jards of cheap beer, 
and it turns green. Lo0k into the munchies and dancing, theTiH.E.......______......,,........,... .,.s, center. Where is cthe floor? It 
 movie Casino Royale, starring 
Qecomes nebulous. Use the · David Niven and Woody Allen,Great Skate. . . railings. They become two will be featured. · 
dimensional and voids of light. Crosstown Traffic will prov~deit's twice as much fun! 
Negative light, if you will. Move the• Open ·Skating on twm music, and ·all one has to 
around it, watch · each side pop·rinks (ice & roller) provide for this evening of 
• Ice & Roller Skating into view. If you're really gon_e ente_rtainment is $1. 

Lessons _ 

Black, the blonde slattern of It is strong stuff, and although 
"Five Easy Pieces," a big star. it is in West's novel, it should 
The skillful characterization of not have been allowed to get out 
Black's prey, a young film artist, of hand. ­
will skyrocket the career of Because the rest of the film is 
William Atherton, a relative so tautly directed and so 
newcomer to films. successful in conveying a real 
Burgess Meredith gives one of time and a real place in the 
the great performances of his American legend, the finale.even 
lifetime as a broken down clown as a fantasy of Atherton's 
and the versatile Donald mind-is just another Hollywood 
Sutherland is compellingly calamity spectacular. 
sympathetic in the film's most Perhaps that is the crowning 
difficult role, the great American irony of a film that towers over 
Boob. another much-to.uted film of 
Geraldine Page's rip-roaringly irony, "The Great Gatsby," in 
authentic performance as an passio~ and excellence. 
Aimee Semple MacPherson-type Mov.ie buffs will get particular 
evangelist is alone worth the pleasure from some of the film's 
price ~f admission. location settings, a crumbling 
This is not an unflawed bungalow court so typical of Los 
masterpiece, however. The final Angeles, . Gypsy Rose Lee's old 
$1 million scene, the .burning of mansion, Frand Lloyd Wright's 
Los Angeles by the failed, famed ''Mayan" house, 
cheated, disillusioned thousands Ingelwood Park Cemetery and 
lured there by false images of the Hollywood Palladium. 
success, is an exercise in excess Granuman's Chinese Theatre 
rarely attempted on the screen and three blocks of Hollywood 
since Cecil B DeMille's early Boulevard were built on three 
epics. adjoining sound stages on the 
More than 15,000 extras were Paramount lot for that last, 
u.sed and the filming took two devastating scene. 
weeks. 
People's lib fights pets 
(CPS)-An LA-based products.- Since people often 
organization that is quickly scrimp on their 'ow n food 
gaining members and hopes to budgets rat.her than deny their 
become national has attempted pets good food. 
to liberate humans from 
chauvinistic pigs, dogs, cats and 
other animals. 
People's Lib is very vocal 

about the vast drain on the 

American food supply 

perpetrated by animals and pet 

food manufacturers. 

Over 38 million dogs, 29 

million cats and 5 million private 

horses have contributed to WINE 

creating a multi-million dollar 

· business. This business co_nsumes ICE an alarming amount of meat and 

vegetable products that the 

people's libbers believe could be . '~ 

bette,r used feeding starving 

humans at home and overseas. 

."The Russian wheat deal pales 

by comparison with what we 

allow so-called pets to get away 

with doing to us!" says People's 

Lib co-founder Keith Kendrix. 

Kendrix complains that the 

recession has done little to curb 

the manufacture of pet food and 

• Private & Fund-Raising 
Parties , HOAGIE'S .PIZZA HOUSE 
Ji"or mor.e information, call 4824 Airway Rd .'433-2116 
on Airway at Woodm<An Dr. 
252-9929[~· 
 FEATURING MEXICAN AND/
 Rt725 ITALIAN FOODS. 
1'2 ~e ea&t of Dayton Mall '.'Try our famous Hoagie Sandwich" 
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Profs Bill of Rights 
Schedule amazing10 Write evaluations on each student and 
publish them at the end of the quart~r.(from the Iowa Daily) 
11 Read the Guardian and write lettersThe following outcry is reprinted from the 
during class discussions. Iowa Daily of Iowa State. It was written by 
12 Begin lectures the seventh week of theBill Kunerth associate professor of journalism 
course and complete the entire quarter's workand mass communication at Iowa State ("with 
in the last three weeks.considerable help"{rom other members of the 
13 Show up once every three weeks andjournalism department "). 
take issue with all points raised regardingEvery instructor shall have the right to: 

material covered in the classes he missed. 
t Choose those students who will be 
14 Call students at any time of night toallowed to enroll in his courses. 

discuss their performance on assignments.
2 Drop any student within the first three 
15 Withhold course requirements fromweeks without the student's permission. 
students until Dead Week (the week prior to3 Have three unexcused absences from 

Final Week).
lectures each quarter. 

4 Take occasional naps during classroom 

16 Ask students if there was "anythingdiscu~ions. 
important " in the assignments the instructor5 Munch on candy bars and drink Cokes 

failed to read or grade
during lectures. 
17 Burst into tears during instructor-student6 Absent himself from lectures for 
important duties such as plug~ing parking conferences when all other tactics fail. 
18 Lecture on the American politicalmeters. 
situation no matter what the course title is. 7 Arrive late for lectures if he has a 
19 Be forgiven for poor lectures if he canlegitimate excuse such as "oversleeping." 
provide a legitimate excuse such as a "sick8 Teach only those courses that motivate 

relative" or a "night on tfie town."
him and are relevant. 
20 Leave class one week before the end of9 Drop courses at mid-quarter if student 
the quarter becaµse he has a ride to Ftmotivation and interest levels are not 

satisfactory_ Lauderdale. . 

Yearbook makes astonishing comeback 

by John Ghrist representatives pointed to an with 48 pages of color. 
(CPS)-After a decline in tile increase in nostalgia as a prime At Stetson University in 
late '60's and early '70's, college reason for resurgence of college Deland, FL, a student poll on 
yearbooks appear to be making a yearbooks. expanding the yearbook met 
comeback-bigger and better "I think there is a return to a with approval from over three 
than ever before, according to nostalgia-type thing among the qua-rters of those polled. 
many yearbook publishers. young people in the nation," Ironically., the Matter will not be
From a number of companies, suggested Paul Coram of Pischel funded next year because no
the prognosis is the same: aYearbooks. "Yearbooks have staff could be found to put out
number of accounts up, number definite place in the school life the book.
of pages up, number of copies of the average student and "The Beaver has really done 
up and use of color up. they're interested in acquiring

"Yearbooks for a while were 
 one for their own personal use." 
pretty much status quo, then Jim Hunter, president of 
many schools dropped Hunter Yearbooks, agreed. 
yearbooks entirely," reflected "There' s a trend back to 
Western Publishing's Carl yearbooks. . I think it's been 
Peterson. "Now we find many helped along by the big nostalgia 
schools are bringing the thing that everybody's interested 
Yearbook back again. I think the in.'" 
Yearbook is becoming more This return to yearbooks has
traditional again," he continued. also resulted in an increase of
One such school is Loyola funding which in turn has paid
University in Chicago. In 1972, the high price tag of glamourous
after the Loyolan was plagued color photos. 
by financial and managerial " Use of color has increased
problems, the university decided tremendously ," observed Lynn
to discontinue it: Wilson, director of publications
But this year, responding to for Taylor Publishing. Western's 
student demand for a yearbook, Carl Peterson revealed that 
the student government demand for color pages from his 
reestablished it, and paid for the company had risen 250%, and

book With subscriptions ads and 
 Pischel 's Paul Coram agreed that,a b ' enefjt basketball game. "Color is here to stay." 

'.'fhere is increased student 
 Among yearbook editors, the 

lllterest due to the emphasis on observations are often the same.

111 Undergraduate students being "We're putting out one of the 

~nted, not just graduating ­ biggest yearbooks in the school's 

en i ors," noted student 
 history this year," said Vic 

t'errunent president Elmer England, editor of the University

neburg. of Denver's Kynewisbok.

Several publishing 
 England plans a 352-page book 
Alibi Su-pper Club 
Catering For Every Occasion 
• Banquets 
• Weddings 
• Graduations 
150 Monarch Ln Miamisburg, 0 
866-9240 
by Frank Salsburg 
(A review of Give Yourself 
Credit, Wright State University. 
Available free at WSU in 
paperback) 
The most striking thing about 
this new publication, commonly 
known as the Summer Schedule, 
is its extreme contrasts of prose 
style. It varies between flat, 
almost structureless intonation, 
"Bio 111, Principles of 
Biology-Ecology, Credits:4.0 
hrs," and lyrical flights that 
would be a pr person's dream, 
' ' T h e 1i b r a r y is al so 
brow sing-and looking. Its 
striking architecture and soaring 
spaces make the heart of the 
University an exciting place to 
be .. ." 
A further look reveals this 
dichotomy of prose is directly 
related to the schizophrenic 
nature of the 28 page tabloid. 
Although primarily devoted to 
conveying information about 
summer classes, it also is 
better· than many other 
yearbooks," said editor Judy 
Owen at Oregon State 
University. "It's maintained its 
circulation to about one third of 
the student body," she 
continued, adding that next 
year's yearbook plans call for 
more color photograghs than 
ever. 
wrapped in a smooth 
promotional effort, designed to 
utilize dead space to sell WSU. 
Any pamphlet would struggle 
with such a task, since nothing is 
less likely to turn a person's 
thoughts away from the 
pleasures of summer than a 
colorless list of classes to be 
of:ered. 
Still it ~oes a fairly good job. 
It gets the information to 
persons who need to go to 
sehool here this summer out 
where it can be seen, and 
manages to paint a passably 
pleasing ·picture of the place. 
A special word about the use 
of pictures. The usual seasonally 
based graphics on the front page 
has been replaced by a picture of 
a WSU student enjoying the 
breezes of summer. The middle 
two pages contain a very well 
done photo spread, painting a 
very idyllic picture of summers 
at WSU. The only quarrel with 
them is that they make summer 
seem so nice, one might be 
tempted to say the heck with 
school and just enjoy the 
summer. 
In a thoughtful touch, a 
nondegree student application 
and a coupon order form for 
summer theatre nave been 
included on the last two pages. 
These new touches may not 
broaden the schedule's appeal 
for the average student, but at a 
reasonable price, it should make 
some nice browsing in a boring 
class. 
• • 
• • 
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Universi{y'tourses dear with death pt:Yenomenon

by John Ghrist . The ultimate goal of any death hour composi:µg a note to their similar course at the Umvers1ty Indiana Umvers1ty death course(CPS)- "My friends th ink I am counseling, Alsbury feels, is to 	 families in case -of dea th, which of California's San Di~o cam~us _" It see~s a little wiser anda little strange when I t ell them 	 bring patients through the first makes them come to grips with actually get to put their learn.mg kmder . l~ we discuss ourI'm taking a death course. four stages of death-denial , personal questions such as what into practice. At the end of the mortaht~ mstead of consideringSometimes, on sunny days, I 	 ange r, bargai ning and their lives to that po int have course they are called o n to help the subject morbid," he saidwonder, too ," says one Indiana 	 depressio n- to the fifth st age of been worth, how and to whom 	 counsel terminally ill patients. "The deeper morbidity to me .~University student. She is one of acceptanc~. Patients who do this they want to say goodbye and The value of these studies of people who ignore death anda growing number of students · com e to have an "ethereal" what fu neral arrangement s they death is best summed up by have no resources with which.toacross the country .who are serenity and see death as a would prefer for themselves. William May, who teaches the handle it."taking college courses cm the positive grewing experience, an Medical ,students taking a
phenomenon of death. attitude Alsbury t ries to get .................... ..... _ __ ___._......................__......~..~~-.••• " ............... .... ...... •
Usually taught by ~pecial-,,. acFoss to her students who are '6't:q 
.co0perat ing teams from such not terminally ill. ••• •academic departme.nts as Al~bury also attempts to :
English,.p sychology, religion and demythify death through trips :
sociology , courses on death are to local mortuaries and the use · · • Classifieds
being offered to combat an of fantasy role-playing in which I
attitud·e toward death which students both act ou·t their own $65 to $95 PER;many ca 11 ' ' the new 	 supposedly impending death and Fo.r Sale '69 NOVA 6 cyl, ps, low 
I 
m ileage 236-1118: WEE K/parttime. Unlimited :pornography." 	 the death of someone close to earn i n g p otential in ~"In our society during t'he last · · th~m. Some students become so FOR SALE: Encyclopedia MOBILE HO ME, 1963 addressing envelopes at home. :·30 to ·40 years, death has 	 engrossed in their make-believe Brittannica, great books of RITZCRAFT, 10'x50', air Companies pay top money :become a no-no subject," 	 deaths that tbey start crying, • th e west ern world . 74 conditioned, underpinning, for that "personal" touch. :reflects Sylvia Alsbury, who 	 Alsbury reports. vo lu mes , with .bookcase, $2650. 256-3192. 4-17-2 .F or furthe r information :teaches a death seminar at the Similar tecP,niques are used in excell ent cond it ion, all regarding opportunities with :
University of Colorado/Boulder. "Sociology of Death" tau'ght at 
 reasonable offers considered. 1963 FORD, 3 speed, whit e, these companies, send $2 to :Many people are terrified of Stephen F Austin University in Call after 6 pm, 879-2235. black interior, extra clean, Ppoenix Advertising, PO Box :their own . death, she says, . Nachogdoches, Tex by Ben 4-14-~ 	 and in good shape. Call 11707, Atlanta, Ga 30305 :because w e live in a 	 Dickerson and Leslie Thompson. 274-7947 . 4-14-2 4-3--	 ~
death-denying culture. Witl). the .1966 DODGE CORONET: 4advent of hospitals, more people _Role-playing play s, an : door, V8, automati<; trans, FOR SALE Buddy' Mobile NEEDED TO sell Brand name : 
I 
have been dying away from 	 important part in their course, as · :clean, one-owner car. Uses Home. Carpet, air, Skirting, s.t er eo compone nts to:home than at any time in man's 	 students take turns acting out :regular gas.. 879-1473. 4-17-2 . and shed, etc. $4900. students at lowest. prices. H,i :history , so poople aren't as · rol~s of father , 	sister, minister
readily exposed to death as they Yand terminally ill patient. 
•• 	 845-9009. 4-17-2 commission, NO investment: 
used to be, she J>Oints ·out. "When facing death and dying, 
: HOUSE IN K~ittring, by required. Serious inqui~ies ! 
Alsbu r y , : owner, large 4 bedroom ' 6 3 V 0 L KS WAG 0 N, 0 N L Y ! F A ti:a geriatric society tells us to role-play , fake
coor4inator for a mental health : ranch, 2
1/ 2 oaths, family dependable transportation, COMPONENTS, INC , 20:it and I)Ot to take it seriously," : .room, fJ.orida room, gas heat, body excellent. Call after 6 Passaic Ave, Fairfield , New:center who deals with terminally 	 Dickerson feels, and the
ill patients every day, plans here 	 : central . air, wall to wall 
pm, 879-2235. 4-14-2 Jersey 07006 JE RRY:classroom skits emphasize the
popular adu lt education seminar point by putting students in the 
: carpet, drapes, 2 fireplaces, .DIAMO ND 20 1-227-68111 :
: fenced, many extras, WANTED TO BUY: Olympm 4-3--	 Iaround the idea that death 1g 	 d ifferent roles one may assume .Iinevitable and people should 	 : excellent condition. Garden Trip 35, automat ic 35mmin t he face of death.
maintain their zest for life as 	 : wit h roses . a nd tulips. camera in good cond ition. FOR SALE: Chicago men's :The Texas students also studythough each day were their last. :$49,500. Call 435-2713. Call 	 Dave 372-4398. 4-14-2 :- roller skates. Size 9. Excellent :t he emotional feelings of manTo do this, she has lier . as .: 4-1- 4-2 	 condition . Call:about death expressed 	 $ 20. 00.stu d ents _ write their own 	 1972 NOVA GOLD w/black · 864-1490 after 7. 4-14-2through his literature. A fieldobituaries, get into role-playing 	 :'71 CAD I L LAC vinyl top . 6 cylinder stick 3tr ip to a mortuary is alsosituations about death and talk 	 : E LDORADO. A ir, tilt speed. $1550.00. Call WANTED: PEOPLE with:included.
with t erm inally ill patients who 	 : telephone, stereo, 6 way 8 37-7995. 4-14-2 compu ter _dat ing:"A few people found the ideahave come to accept their 0wn : seats, door locks, vinyl roof, 	 ex perience ... good, bad, :
1 of visiting a funeral home sodeaths. 	 : cruise,. triple repulsive ... a rip off? Call :traumatic they just didn't go," 	 gold, 48,000 MERCEDES BENZ 230S: miles, new Michelin tires. 	 1966 Power steering, power 638, 648, ask for Bob 4-17-2:reports Thompson, "but the 	 I .:$347'5. Call 236-3303 after 6 	 brakes, autematic & air .majority of the students felt this : pm, anytiµie ·Qn weekends. 	 conditkming. Best offer. Ext - OVER 125 companies now:was the highlight of the

semester." :4-14-2 255 ask for Barry: Nights hiring college grads. Send:
•.
Bath professors say they have ,8 '.7 9-0227 4-17-2 $2.00 	 and stamped return: 
received a great deal of 
.:63 PLiYMOlJTl'I Valiant good envelope to JOB MARKET,: 
--congratulatory :b0dy $3QO 236-H>62. 4-17-2 1968 NOV!A, 69,0'0Q miles, 6 Box 38382, Little Rive~,imail . since • 	 1
starting the course from doctors, cylinder, good condition, and Miami, Fla 33138 4-17-2
:FOR SALE: 1970 Datsun gets 22 miles per gallon. Call .clinical psychologists and others.
" A large number . . . are saying, 	 :"510", w h ite w/black 429-1555. 4-14-2 G RAD STUDENT from:
: interior. 4 dr. , radio, heater 4 Colorado needs' finally people are talking about 	 to fi~ a:
: sp. runs gqod,death,' " says Thompson. 	 gets 25-30 i.972 DATSUN, 2402 air house immediately. Will:
: mpg. Must sell $1,l.00.00 best 	 conditioned, AM-AM radio,Other death courses embody discuss price. No are'd: 

some or all of the techniques : offer. Call 433-6534 after 6 new tires, $3800.00. Call preference. Need roomy yard,:
GIVE used in the Alsbury and !pm. 4-14-2 837-7995. 4-14-2 have dog. Call Keith at:

277-9013. 4-17-2Bl.OODFOR Dickerson-Thompson courses. 
...1. 	 : 
Indiana University's :FOR SALE: Lennox steam·YOUR LANDLORD. · "Death 	 MARTHA J ONES, AM:and the Human Experience" :humidifier. Furnace M iscellane·ous D·r iving School, 825 S!
spends much of the c0urse 	 :mGunted, excellent Ludlow, Dayton, Ohio 454oz:$1 O per donation· studying both literary and . :<?ond·ition. $35.00. Call FRANK SALSBURG, the 4-17-4 :to pay your rent. philosophical approaches to :864-149'0 after 7. 4-14-2 scourge of McDonalq's,Plasma twice a week. Or I I 
whole blood every 8 wee~s. death thr.oughout man's history. .•• claims he is the Jiamburger · CHEMISTRY TUTORING::
Mon. -Sat. Free Parkir:ig ·A second course at another : 1'10R ,SALE- 64 Triumph eating champion of the Call 1213 Brehm Lab'. D~~e.!
Uqi;versity of Colorado campus, 	 : Spitfire MK4· Roadster, good Western Hemisphere, boasting Harlow, Joe Solch Jelq: 
I
~~allialce. .asks its students to spend an : cond '28-36 mpg, 45,000 the capability of downing 36 Voller, Bev Warner,' Dave,165 E Helena Street : ·miles, tan cover, good top, of these culinary treasures in Haile. $4.00 p/hr (negotiable,):224-1973 	 : custom steering wheel , seat one hour~ Persons wanting to 4-14-2 ,-- : covers; ra? io, new exhaust , witness this exhibition, or .• : shocks, springs et c. With those wishing to compete BO ARD EXAM tutoring·:
: manual & some parts $750. with the " At illa o f Enrollments now being!J)frilf\fght 	 t252-1243 4-17-2 Hambu rgerdom" are accepted for the upcoming: :
welcomed to do so. · Call MCAT-DAT-LSAT-GRE·:Pregnant? . . . And nee d help ? call BirthRight tFOR SALE: 4 tickets to John Gary, · extension 638 for ATGSB-VAT-CPAT - and 't·:~Denver concert t his Tuesday details.Medical Aid - · Counseling : April 22, 1975. L ike to sell 	 NAT MED BRDS. forinformation and enrollments I
Personal Assistance 	 t all tickets together . $5 .50 IU KE REPAIRS, · fast & call (614) 486-9646, StanleYI: .each. Call Mark at 322-9914 reasonable. Call Bike America H Kaplan Educational Center, t
Spgfld. 4-17-2 	 ~ 298-4366. 4-3-8Na Fee i . 	 1890 No r thw est Btvd,f
Columbus ,Strict ly Service tF QR SALE: ' 7 1 Vega 	 Ohio 43212'tWANrrED: PERSON to sewf hatchback· auto,. $1000. Call 	 4-17-teoq ~·nylon Frostline tent kit . Call
~' 298-11$62 aft~r a gm. ,.4-14-2. 	 JDave 372-439·8'. 4-14-2 
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Haid_er • skirts Cats scalped by Skins 
by Gordon Brown He tried to go for strikeouts , some lefthanders in there, but 
"What is the main objective of instead of letting them hit the we were trying to improve our
baseball?'' inqu ired Wrig~t State ball." defense, too." 
b~all coach Ron Nischwitz to Nischwitz made some changes Nischwitz noted he sure was
Assistant coach -Tom Nevius and for the second game starting Bob pleased with Heft's performance 
to several members of the team Davis, whom Nischwitz calls and started to sophomore from 
while on the . bus traveling "our best defensive -shortstop," Ansonia "because he's going to 
toward Oxford to play in the instead of Mark Lucas. Limbert be _ one of our top pitchers."
finals of the Miami Invitat ional went from third to second for Nischwitz said he was "satisfied
tournament Saturday. "It can't Kent Stuck and D<_>rtsen played with the performances of all our
be winning, that's too simple," third. starting pitchers." 
rel>Iied Nevlus. But Nischwitz " Our lefthanders were having Heft himself thought it wasre-ad this definition from the some problems wi_th their pretty good for the first -t imemajor league baseball rule book: (Miami's) pitchers, ,so we put 
"The main objective of baseball 
out. 
is te scqre more runs than the 
other teain."' (CPS)- The new $ 1.4 million of the male teams has its own 
Unfortlin,ately for Wright State tennis and track structure at the , locker room and whirlpool bath. 
-whO' had beaten six teams by University of Michigan is a very We feel this is discriminatory." 
one or two runs, including a 4-3 adequate building except for one When asked about the 
win over the University of small flaw- the sports complex oversight, Charles Harris, · an 
Cincinnati Friday, the whole · completely lacks women's locker administrative assistant in the 
squad was not ~ithin hearing and shower facilities. athletic department said, " We 
dist;a.nce of' what the coach had ' ' W e o n 1y h a v e a are aware of the problems and 
said. Yet, almost mysteriously, bathroom-there are no lockers we will make adjustments for 
the Redskins of the Miami or showers for women," _said them. There's nothing we've 
University followed Nischwitz's Diane Czernecki, a member of seen that is a problem that can't 
words precisely by defeating the the women's tennis t eam. "Each be taken care of." 
Raiders- 1-0 in the first game Raider sports · 
behind the strong pitching of 
Bill Early forc ing the 
tournament to last an extra 
game. 
in tfl~t s_ece;nd contest Miami 
soorett tJltee unearned runs in 
the _,,ejgJ:!th inning on Raider the old place has a new face ... and now we need a "!~ name 
'enors an<,J earned the victory 7-6 
on a ninth .inning home run by 
~teve Naehring. 
_Friday"s ~ game lent an air of 
professioBalism as Cincinnati 
wore the same style of uniforms 
as their crosstown counterparts, 
the Reds. Yet behind the three 
the food service committee had a hard time, but they did it. Theyrun, six hit pitching of junior 
selected the top five names in the " name-the-Wright-Station­right hander Bob Grote, the 
Raiders seored runs in the eighth contest:" Th,ese five' names, or actually thei r authors, will receive $5 
and ninth innings to come from each. ·winners may claim their prize at the food service director's 
behind fQr the victory , giving office, 153 University Center. 
Wright State two wins for the 
tournament, and exposing the The Tpp Five Names Are: 
-favored Bearca t s as pure 
amateui;s. 
~~n ""ifwffe lead off the ninth 1 The College Inn by John Murray Jr 

:with, a , ~ri,le and scored the 2 The Celest ial Mouset rap by Gregg Rottier 

Winni'!lg rl!I!'o f a single by Terry 3 . The Crock Pot by Roger Cowden 

Flafiacy'. ln the first game against 4 -The Grill by Lauren Barnes 

Miami, the Redskin' s Early had 5 The Sunshine Cafe by Lauren Barnes 

rjne strikeouts, giving up five 

Walks in a shut out. Raider John 

~ft also had a brilliant effort, 

in his first assignment of the 

yeat, allowi ng only one 

unearned run in the first inning. 

In the second game, which 

PYe Miam:i its second title in the 

three years of their invitational 

tournament, the bats of both 

clubs <?alJle alive. Wright~ State 

was resp~nsible for the runs of 

both clqbs as five errors 

accauntea ,for six unearned runs 

N~w we ask you, .the. university. community to indicate y·ou r nameOf Mijam.P's and WSU scored five pref~;ence by --marking an "X" by the number.' corresponding wi\hruns 'iii? the ~ve~th inning, as 

J_oh.n ·tj'_orsten ,had three hits and , your · favorite name. Vote only once, pl_e,ase. The ballot can be 

astolen base, Doil Moendorf had dropped in one ef the boxes located at any food service unit . 

two hits, -Steve Limbert had 
-thtee, -Da~e Fine ,. two· and a 

stolen base. Miami's Phil Harris 

notched the win and Rod Bustle 

"as the loser. ' 

''There were too many mental 

er rors. in second ­the . 
the my vote for the new name is: 
. . 
laln.e,"lamented Nischwitz , " I 

winner
don't think we lost the game 

will be 10 30
~u~ our luck ran out." "The 
0rne run was the only earned ann0.unced in 20 40 

run they had all day ,,_ noted the Monday, I 5 i;J
a . ' SS1stant coach M C McGuire. April 21 

Nischwitz felt that starter 
 Guard ian 

~ary Gabr,inger " did a good job, 

~t . he_had some bad support 

,/ und__~irp.. It's hard to pitch 

lth }ja~ SUP,p<;>rt behind you. 

:"'~ 
by John Ghrist pours out heat and light essential Basically, the operation of a sun will 	keep -Sliining until the(CPS)-Fossil fuels such as to every livirig _ thing. For solar-heated house involves answer.becomes obvious.petr9Jeµm and natural gas example, on an average Jun.e day several steps. Sunlight strikes a · directly to electricity .
currently provide 97% of the in southern California . the sun solar collector which consists of Sen Mike Gravel (D-AK) is aenergy used in the US and many produces the equivalent of 7 30 corrugated strips of black metal major proponent of the wide usepeople have begun to realize that megawatts per square mile ·of encased in glass. This heats water of solar cells. "They do notin 50 yea~at the present rate land. which is pumped through small
of consumption-these fuels will Two drawbacks to solar energy tubes embedded in the collector 	
produce radioactive poisons.
They have no moving parts tobe gone. How will the wheels be commonly cited . are cost and surfaces at the rate of about a few actions it has taken to break down. They come in smallturning in 2020? cloudy days. According to the gallon .a minute. The hot water. investigate solar power, passed a units whose failure would notSome scientists have pointed
out that the ideal long.range 
Oregon group, however, studies ~~=-- --:-~~-~- 	 black out whole metropolitan
areas. They can often be placedsource of electricity should be right ~t the. location wherecheap, readily available and 
power is needed which cuts thenon-polluting. Y. et despite the //-/~./ ~:~~------:~- -_-_<-.<~"'~- need for high voltage power lines·fact that such a source of power 
and eliminates the significantexists, it has been largely / I / ~/ 	 . '•.,._ \ loss of electricity which occursoverlooke4, perhaps because it is 
as power moves from a big planttoo obvious-solar energy. 
to consumers," Gravel told the· Ultimately, the sun already 
\ ·\
\\ \provides all power on the planet. 	 US Senate. ·The drawback here again is theIt . nurtured the plants which
eventually became or fed the \ \ price tag. Gravel claimed that acommercially viable solar pqwerfossil fuels of today. It unevenly 
i industry could be flourishingheats the atmosphere and ocean 	 \ 
of· the planet, causing wind and 	 with .an investment of $100
million.water currents. And finally , it 
i 
I Needed would be large banks
\ !
I 
of solar cells, ideally in .the
I sunny ·and unsettled areas of 
Offer Ends May 31, 1975 \ _\ \ \ ! I state~ like Arizona and Nevada.
According to Dr Isaac Asimov,
\ \ \ \ renowned biochemist and writer,··MAIDA solar cells working at only 10%
efficiency, covering 30,0.00~ C.ASH . _ r i_·:·,~ . · · ~ 	 square miles would produce-'REBATES! ~.-~i.li.ftt. . .~.;_r. .-~.}. .~· .:~:. ··.~·:·'.f.7>.~··:·... .. . ..- - .....,_\____ --- . . .. , _-. -- enough· energy to meet thepresent needs of the entireindicate t= even-: th;lfa?:!~- --- .:::•~,f4'.'. _.,_ ,;:;;;__}~ world·. .When you buy any new l 974

ro tory·eng ine car equipped

· the way you like it. , Northeast, where overcast d~ys ,......... . ,.J!fb "f\;

. ·... .--~ . .d'~tf law -..last 'year that provides for a Scientific knowledgeand precipitation are · very then enters a storage tank. pilot pr,ogram to study the use Icommon, a solar-heated h?me is At this point , tt.e various of solar collectors to supplement ·
quite feasible. experimental systems usually existing energy supplies for 
declines in USA
As for cost, the Oregon group differ. The hot water is used office buildings and to rwucehas estimated the cost of (CPS)-Scientific k nowledge
converting a house to 
either to provide direct heat, to peak load demands at central has declin~ among the natiop'ssolar , heat other gases or liquids power stat ions. youth,' according to a recentenergy to hit $4000 to $5000.
But after the initial expense, 
Yet desp ite the possibilities, The House of. Representat ives stuc;Iy released by the National
home energy costs would be 
both the Congress and President also pas$ed· a bill establishing an Assessment of E ducation
virtually free. "With energy costs 
Ford have ignored solar power, Office of Solar Energy Research Progress (NAEP).
continuing to ri$e in ·the future, largely in favor of nuclear last year, but the bill died in the _ The organization qu estioned
it will become ecpno:\Tlical very fission. Three billion 'dollars hav~ . Sen(lte and .has not been 90,000 students ages 9 , 13 ~nd
quickly," said ,Lowndes. . already · been pumped intQ the .reintroduced in either house this 1 7 ab out a p.umber of
The real boon of solar energy nuclear program, ana experts sessicm. science-related topics. The
may be the development <:>f new have said that three times that No 0ne can tell whether results 'showed a loss of
types of solar cells which Gan be will be needed to .make ene_rgy priorities will be changed,· approximately half a year of
mass produced - cheaply. Such nuclear-generated electrtcity · a er if the·Jittle money being sent learning experjence in science as
cells, which power a· pumber of viable energy source. - te solar researchers will produce an average between the most
satellites, convert solar ene1gy The total budget set aside for a breakthrough to call attention recent test .and one conducted 
CASH REBATES ON RX·2~. RX·3s, "Solar energy is constant," solar research over the next five to solar power: Hopefully , ~he ~uring the 1·969-_70 school year.
RX·4s. HARDTOPS, COUPES, pointed out John Reynolds, an years equals the cost of~one
WAGONS, SEDANS. . architecture professor working 500-megawatt nuclear breeder
THAT'S ON TOP OF ONE on solar home heating projects reactor, Gravel has noted. Women & TheologyHMMMMDINGER OF ADEAL! at the University of Oregon. He Unfortunately, that figure isUse yo ur rebat e tow ard your
dowr payment i f you w o nt . and colleagues David McDaniels likely to decrease. Neither Ford open free to women-of the

Free 50,000-m il e . 3-yeo r eng ine and Douglas Lowndes are strong 
 nor the current Congressional , WSU communitywarranty. Ask for · advocates _ of solar ~~~r~. energy plans have put more thandetoi !s. ' _'7-;'\~

.'-....~ AprH 23, 30 May 7, 14 

Mozdo"s rotary engine liceMed by NSU·WANKE L. 1:30-3:30 pm. 

M~zd,a. of Day~on . ·campus Ministry Center

3979 Col ·Glenn Hwy 

(%mile from WSU) · for seminar reservati'on caJI 426-18~6 

426-0901 

1-75/Keowee Exit 

223-2322 

L:EO~ARD'S Greene CountY Sport 
Parachute Club 
· Garage Classes 10:00 AM & 1:00 PM DAILY 
4011 Dayton-Xenia Rd 	
lndivi.duals $40.00 
'Corner of Grange Hall Group of 5 $30.QO.per :ind..&· Xe111ia Pk 
426-3627 For further infonnation call 376-9293 
